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4ME6 Measurements & Control
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Instructions to Candidates:

Attempt any live questions, selecting one question from each unit. All
questions carry equal marks. (Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever
necessary. Any data you feel missing suitabl.y be assumed and stated clearly.
Units of quantities used/calculated must be stated clearly.

Unit - I
1. a) Draw the block diagram ofgeneralized instrurnentatio system. Identifo various

elements and explain the function ofeach in brief (8)

b) What is temperature compensation and how it is achieved? Explain with the
help of suitable diagram (8)

OR
1. a) Explain dillerent strain gauge circuits. Derive the formula to find gauge factor

ofstrain gauge

b) Write short notes on

i) Calibration

ii) Accuracy and precision

(8)

Unit - [
a) List the various factors which affect the selection ofa transducer (S)

b) Give classification oftransducer with example (8)

OR
a) List various transducers which are used for measurement of temperature.

Explain any one in detail

b) Explain construction working principle and application of LVDT
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3. a)

b)

Unit-UI
Differentiate between open loop and close loop control system with the help
of suitable example(two each) (S)
Derive overall transfer function ofthe system using block diagram reduction
technique

(8)

OR
Draw the block diagram of a digital data acquisition system and explain its
each element in detail G)
Drive the transfer function of following system by signal flow graph method

3. a)

b)

Unit - IV
4. The block diagram of a simple servo system shown as

(8)

(16)

(2)
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4.

Find:

a) The characteristic equdion ofsystem
b) Undamped and dam@ frequcncy of oscillation
c) Damping ratio and danrying fa*or
d) Maximurn overshoot

e) First under shoo(f) setting time

0 Time after which maximtrm md minimurn occurs

OR
Write short note on

a) i) Thermal system

n) Pneumatic system (S)
b) Using force voltage analogy prove that the mechanical system of following

fig(a) will be analogous to the electrical circuit offig(b)

R(r)

5:as)
&vos

(8)

Unit- V
5. a) comments upon the stability ofthe systems have following characteristic

equation

i) st+so+2s3+2s2+ls+10=0

ii) s6 + 2s5 +Ssa + l5s3 + 20s2 + 16s + 16 = 0

b) ExplainNyquist stability criterion with the help ofany example

(8)

(8)
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5. a)

b)

OR

A unity feedback control system has G(s) =

draw bode plot

Write short note on:-

i) Constant M-circle and N-Circle

ii) Rules of construction of root locus
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s'?(s+2)(s+5)
and H(s):1,

(8)

(8)
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